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My Darling 
        So you didn’t write on Sunday or Monday.  Did you think I wouldn’t appreciate your 
letters enough if for a few times I got one every day[?]  On Monday a short one that belonged 
to Sunday but on Tuesday a heavenly one.  Well that is so good & I don’t complain.  But what is 
the matter[?]  Why did you not write on Sunday?  I know it wasn’t because you didn’t want to.  
I will never believe such a thing as that_  Are you sick again that you omitted to write on 
Sunday?   Only tomorrow can answer that question now_  Well Darling whatever it is I believe it 
was a trial to you to have to disappoint me.  I have just been looking through the letters to see 
if you went to Fidelio for I did not remember your writing about it & I find only that you said 
you intended to go but no mention of your going or of your impressions of the Opera.  I think 
you must have gone however.  Do you know I found some comfortable things in those back 
letters[,] some hopeful things[,] for we are both in better shape now than we were three 
months ago.  I think Dearest that you were shall I say as bad as I about doubting.  I dont believe 
that I shall have to put it quite as strongly as that & I know that if you had been let alone you 
would have trusted in me & believed in me forever but when you got some of my letters full of 
complaints it was so hard for you.  I have done very wrong to write as I have I honestly believe.  
I don’t think that I could help feeling as I did considering all the circumstances but it was wrong 
for me to worry you so with my thoughts and I see now tho I hadn’t light enough to see then 
how you really do love me & that all my old feelings that you didn’t try hard enough to write 
and so on were wrong.  I never doubted your love for me for I had sense enough to see that 
there wasn’t a brilliant enough prospect to justify you in accepting me unless you loved me.  
You couldn’t be marrying for convenience_  But while I then believed in your love on general 
principles & on your own word I didn’t some how see & feel it coming out toward me then as 
much as I do now_  I don’t suppose that you feel that there has been any change much during 6 
months but your letters do show a great change & they help me now as they did not help me at 
first when I got into the slough of despond_  I must finish up about Chic__  During the Entre 
actes I in the afternoon of Saturday I went to the box office & inquired for seats for that 
evening.  I found that there was a capital seat in the first balcony 3rd row and quite near the 
wall & so not far from the stage.  I took it tho I felt it was not quite fair to H[itchcock] not to 
spend the evening with them.  I felt that I must hear this opera however for I shouldn’t have a 
chance again soon if ever & with such a company__  They werent to give Die Walküre at all & I 
tho’t I should like to hear this next to Tann - for the sake of comparison with Beethovens other 
work & with Wagners Opera__  I went home to dinner & told H. what I had done & then after 
dinner hurried back & was in my place just as the overture began_  I was utterly unfamiliar with 
the whole music and did not understand what was coming well enough to fully take in the 
overture & it was while not as striking or impressive as the regular symphonies.  I suppose that 
this overture is a symphony but I didn’t have the key to it at all & I couldn’t help feeling 
bewildered all the way through it.  I think that the opera shows well the difference between the 
old idea of the opera & the present idea which is supplanting it tho there is in this all through a 
very skilful tacking together of the numerous solos[,] duos[,] trios & in the prison scene the 
thing becomes highly dramatic.  The jailors daughter was played or sung by Slach & was capital 
both in the singing & acting.  She has a very pretty voice & her manner thro’ out was very 



attractive.  Udvardi as Florestan was good & especially in the solo in the prison which part by 
the way was the only very familiar thing in the whole piece.  But the finest singer by far was 
Brandt who was superb it seemed to me.  Her face is not agreeable at all.  It is old looking & 
coarse.  I don’t know how old she is.  Her voice dont sound old or worn but when her face was 
in repose she did look wrinkled almost.  Her face wasn’t in repose however most of the time for 
she was acting all the time.  I liked her voice tho you had prepared me for the reverse 
impression.  Her highest notes were not her strongest notes tho she didn’t try any thing she 
didn’t do well but that music is very trying I am sure & she sang it with the greatest apparent 
ease & with effect.  Her conduct all through the prison scene[,] her misery when she finds that 
she has been helping to dig her husbands grave[,] her defiance of Pizzarro[,] all through that 
long & trying part she was very fine indeed.  I should like to have heard her in some thing else.  
Lohengrin would have been better in which to compare her with Materna but she showed 
thro’out very great vocal skill besides being a finished actress_  Her facial acting was very fine 
all through & one could read her tho’ts most of the time.  The dialogue was in german as you 
know but they enunciate so distinctly that there was very little difficulty in following them & I 
could understand the dialogue without trouble_  Florestans aria “In des Lebens Frühlingstagen” 
was beautiful.  I suppose that no prisoner would actually sing a thing like that under those 
circumstances & if any one else but Beethoven did it I think we might criticize.  I even dare to 
criticize as it is but since the whole thing is open to somewhat the same criticism I will just let it 
alone_  But leaving off the critics function now[,] the song is beautiful and the words as 
beautiful tho they are very much weakened in the English version.  This latter all thro is 
singularly inadequate & I do not understand quite why the translator should have taken such 
liberties with the original.  You are familiar enough with the libretto jargon & know that the 
poetry of the original is not quite so mechanical but the idea is often lost.  Thus the literal 
translation of the aria I mentioned is “tho the spring-days of my life fortune has fled from 
me[,”] the English version has for this [“]Brightly dawned my lifes young morning all in rosy hue 
was clad[”] etc.  I wont bother to translate the whole thing for I can’t translate german poetry 
into English nor anyone else who is not a poet any more than any one can translate into sound 
or in other words reproduce with all its beauty a Beethoven sonata who is not a musician.  A 
bungler may play it but that is not reproducing it_  However the libretto stands one in good 
stead & I won’t find too much fault with it.  It is enough right[,] better than none[,] and does for 
the most part give a pretty fair impression of what is going on.  On Sunday I went with H. to 
hear Bishop Cheney of the Reformed Episcopal Church_  I discovered that his wife is a close 
communion Baptist & you know that they think that no one is invited by the Lord Jesus to 
partake of the sacrament unless he has been dipped by a Baptist minister_  Of course this is 
hard on the millions who died before the Baptist Church had its origin since these have never 
been baptized and can’t be Christs followers & you know when they will have or rather have all 
had to go when they died.  H. is a Methodist and so that is an unfortunate divergence between 
those two which I think is very dangerous[,] particularly so in their case[,] for I know that this 
exclusive idea shocks H. very much indeed__  I once asked a Baptist friend of mine if he would 
ask me to communion in their church.  He said “no.”  It was bound to shock me & it did shock 
me & I feel that there is no church I could not sooner join than the Baptist on this very account.  
I fear that trouble will brew in the future and I don’t believe that his wife will give up the Baptist 



faith_  At present they attend either church & have seats in Both but she & he do not belong to 
the same church__ 
        I wrote but a little on Sunday for H. wanted to be out most all day & of course after 
having behaved so badly on Saturday night I could not shut myself away from them & I wrote 
only a little over a sheet.  And so a second Sunday I have not written you a letter.  Do you 
remember the other Sunday[?]  I guess you do & I won’t speak about it.  We walked through 
some of the boulevards to see the residences of Chicago and Michigan Avenue[,] said to be the 
finest street in America by a native I believe _  It is a fine street but the really fine houses are 
few & far between & they are almost all of them right on the street with no front grass nor 
anything & so they dont show off to best advantage.  I think that the width of the street & the 
trees make it as a street very beautiful & we may expect that in time it will be filled with fine 
houses.  At present it is not in my opinion up to Broad St[,] Philadelphia[,] or for houses any 
approach at all to the upper part of Fifth Avenue[,] New York[,] tho its width & its trees will 
make it a finer street by far if it ever gets settled.  The very finest street tho as far as the street 
part goes is the Grand Boulevard.  This has an immense driveway down the centre lined with a 
broad space of grass & trees and on either side this a narrow drive & on the outside from the 
centre[,] the peripheral side of this[,] again the broad sidewalk lined with trees.  In summer this 
drive must [be] beautiful.  I left at 8 PM.  The moon was shining on the open water of the lake 
as I took my train at the lake shore and it looked very beautiful indeed, but the water was still & 
not restless like the ocean_  I got home at 2 A.M. & was soon asleep__  At 10:30 I was on deck 
& now feel that Chic has been done.  I shall no doubt go there again & shall have to change my 
mind about some things but 1. [this and following numbers designate the order in which the 
crossed lines should be read] my present verdict is that it is by no means all 2. that the natives 
claim for it.  I must close now & 3. go to work_  With fondest love for you 4. my Darling Effie & 
hopes & prayers for you & 5. happiness & your health and with constant 6. longing for you.  
Ever your own Harry 
         
 


